
Part Two: Catholic Social Teachings 
The History of CST in 3 Phases 

 Justice for the Workers (1891-1961). BEGINS W/ PERSONAL. CST 
calls for creation/restoration of just labor community in face of laissez 
faire industrial capitalism concentrating wealth/ownership & alienating 
labor (like Pharaoh’s empire) & statist socialism concentrating 
authority. 
• Workers (sacred beings made in God’s image) have dignity & rights to 

a just wage, sufficient rest, safe working conditions, unionize, 
employment, participation, and emigrate. 

• State has specific duties to redress political and economic injustices 
and come to the aid of weakest members (who have often created 
greatest wealth). 
 



Catholic Social Teachings: Theological Roots 

• Creation: Sanctity & Dignity of ALL Creatures & Humans, Human Calling to 
Tend Creation, Build JPS communities & Solidarity w/ Strangers. 

• Incarnation: God takes on flesh of ALL creation (flesh is a river), Especially 
the flesh of the suffering. 

• Cross & Resurrection: God becomes the flesh of suffering, rejects 
scapegoating & sacrifice as path to JPS, redeems ALL flesh as community. 

• Church: Body of Christ is one, holy & catholic = JPS, in special solidarity that 
overcomes sinful walls. 

• Trinity: Vision of God as community in unity thru selfless love. 



Part Two: Catholic Social Teachings 
The History of CST in 3 Phases 

 Justice for the Nations (1961-1991). MOVES TO SOCIETY. CST 
calls for creation/restoration of just international economic and 
political community in face of neo-colonialism and Cold War. 
• Developing Nations (like industrial workers) have dignity, and rights 

to fair trade, authentic economic development, and protection from 
unfair financial (including crushing debt) and environmental practices. 

• International Community needs to address deepening gap between 
rich and poor nations, unfair international trade, finance and 
environmental practices, and impacts of Cold War on developing 
nations. 
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• Justice & Globalization. (1991-Today): ARRIVES AT GLOBAL. After the 
Cold War CST has focused on threats & opportunities of globalization, 
a de-centralized (post-national?) world, the rising power of MNCs & 
the global environmental threats. 

• Global Community faces rise of information capitalism, international 
terrorism, human trafficking, climate change, and a growing economic 
gap between rich and poor.   
 



Part Two: Catholic Social Teachings 
Ten Principles of CST 

1. The Dignity & Sanctity of Every Human Person: Affirms the intrinsic 
& inviolable dignity & equality of every person, rejecting all forms of 
injustice (violence, oppression, discrimination, abuse, marginalization, 
etc.).  
 
2. A Broad Range of Human Rights & Duties: All persons & 
communities have universal, fundamental & inalienable political/civil, 
economic/social & cultural/religious rights needed to live decently & 
develop fully. 
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3. A Fundamental Right to a Fair Share of the Bounty of Creation: All 
persons & communities have the right to a fair share of creation’s 
bounty so they may live decently and develop fully. 
 
4. A Basic Right to Political & Economic Participation & Development. 
All persons & communities have the right to participate fully in every 
group they belong to and to develop fully through this participation. 
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5. The Call to Community & the Social Character of the Human Person: 
The authentic development of persons is realized and achieved in and 
through the larger communities in which they live and grow. 
 
6. Solidarity & A Preferential Option for the Poor & Commitment to 
Authentic Liberation: Persons achieve their authentic development in 
and though a solidarity with the poor that leads to authentic liberation.  
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7. The Role, Dignity & Rights of Labor: Human labor allows person to 
earn their daily bread, collaborate with others in promoting the 
common good, and foster their own authentic development. Labor has 
priority over capital. 
 
8. Subsidiarity & Proper Role of Government: Governments should be 
organized to balance the need for cooperation and autonomy, and 
must offer special protection to those in greatest need. 
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9. A Preferential Option for Peace/Nonviolence: We are not to mirror 
the violence of the unjust, and to resist every attempt to build peace by 
scapegoating/sacrificing others. 
 
10. The Dignity & Sanctity of All Creation: All of creation is fashioned, 
revered, blessed and cared for by God, and humans (made in the 
Creator’s image) are called to foster and protect creation. 
 



Summary: Teaching Global & Social Justice 
by Offering Lenses & Teaching Practices 

 
• Introduce people to diversity and marginality (dislocate & relocate). 
• Expand sympathetic imagination w/ wider range of voices & narratives.  
• Aim at full participation and development of all people.  
• Uncover embedded structures, causes & cures of injustice & introduce alternate 

visions.  
• Teach & model (self) critical analysis, participation, dialogue, solidarity and 

political skills.  
• Use service & community-based learning to teach awareness, reflection & 

practice.  
• Discuss & practice nonviolence & justice in personal and communal interactions.  
• Teach one another to live with questions & epistemological humility.  


